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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Historical Context 
Radio communications, using defence force personnel and elevated 
Observation Points (O/P’s), preceded the formal Control Centre concept, in 
Australia, during the mid 1980’s.   
 
The objectives of these rudimentary communications were solely for 
observation and the mobilization of resources in the event of a 1

st
 Aid 

response.  National Rules, governing Horse Trials, at that time, only required a 
minimum 1

st
 Aid capability, on the Cross Country day of competition. 

 
The mid to late 1980’s, saw the introduction, of direct radio communication and 
the evolution of the cross country sector’s concept.  Formal Medical Plans 
evolved with a vastly expanded medical response capability. 
 
The impact on our sport, of Central Control functionality, with a developing 
communication, medical, veterinary and emergency response capability, has 
been profound. 
 
Direct radio communications have also revolutionized our commentary and 
scoring capabilities, particularly during the Cross Country phase. 
 
These are significant enhancements in our sport but the traditional, and 
essential, primary role of the Cross Country Central Control Centre remains 
unchanged.  It remains the provision of an immediate response to any incident 
involving the risk of injury to any horse, rider or event participant. 
 
 
 

Cross Country Central Control Centre (X/C CCC) 
During the ensuing years, the general operating procedures, adapted by Horse 
Trial Committees, have adopted an in formal standardization.  Currently, most 
X/C Central Control Centres are configured with:- 

 4 to 5 assigned Cross Country Sectors, for all CCI and CIC Events, 
on separate radio frequencies. 

 Sector Coordinators responsible for direct communication with every 
Cross Country Fence Judge assigned to their Sector, on a 
designated radio frequency. 

 Emergency, Medical; Veterinary; Ground Jury, T/D’s; Sector Leaders 
(mobile); Course Repair; Horse Ambulance etc. usually assigned to a 
separate Administration Channel. 

o Specific officials/emergency coordinators, can often transfer to 
an alternate, restricted frequency, in the event of  “Code 
Green” critical incidents.  

 Crowd Control and other miscellaneous duty roles etc., are usually 
assigned onto a separate “General’ radio frequency 



 
The current Cross Country Central Control system is extremely familiar to Event 
Management staff and officials.  It provides excellent functionality for both 
Scoring and Commentary at Horse Trial Events and can cover a wide range of 
emergency response scenarios. 
 
 

Conceptual Evaluation of Functionality 
As previously asserted we must never lose sight of the fundamental objective of 
the Cross Country Central Control Centre. 
   

The Communications function must provide critical, accurate, timely 
information, in the event of a critical incident, to optimize the emergency 
response capability of the Safety Management professionals.  

 

Limitations of Functionality 
Whilst the strengths of the existing communications centre system are well 
known and supported, in the equestrian community, there are existing 
limitations to functionality.  These need to be objectively assessed, from a risk 
management prospective, to ensure all alternative options or enhancements 
are evaluated. 
 
In any critical incident management the timely provision of critical, accurate 
information to optimize the emergency response, is the essential ‘core’ function 
of the Event Management Team.  Operational health and safety obligations 
require managers to identify, manage or mitigate risk.  They will be held 
accountable for any identified, ‘likely’ causal factors, not adequately addressed 
or investigated. 
 
In emergency management reliance on ‘relayed’ (secondary) information is 
never ideal.  Information in our current structure is relayed not once but twice, 
with every transmission.  This process is appropriate and acceptable for 
general event management and administration.   
 
Initially, a recognised value of the radio procedure was the  almost instant 
availability of a ‘provisional’ cross country score.  The recorded radio sourced 
score is now accepted as the ‘primary’ score, during the cross country phase, 
later validated by the ‘hard copy’ manual sheet. 
 
The Public Address system announcers are competent and comfortable with 
flexibility of the “eye in the sky’ capability of this radio controlled system.  Apart 
from visual oversight of a cross country rider’s progress (directly dependant on 
course topography) developed radio processes provide only slightly delayed 
commentary.. 
 

Discussion Points. 
Progression of the optimum Cross Country Central Control design should be 
fundamental to our Seminar Topic “ Establishment of Guidelines for Cross 
Country Control Centres”. 
 



I offer the following Discussion Points:- 

 Effective Management of  Multiple Critical Incidents 

 Devolution of Central Control Responsibility to Sector Leaders 

 Frequencies Aligned to Sector Responsibilities 
 
 

Conclusion 
The established Central Control System has historically served Eventing with 
distinction but the process has some potential serious inhibiting factors. 
 
Prior to progressing with the recommendation of the “ Establishment of 
Guidelines for Cross Country Control Centres” from a risk assessment 
prospective, we must collectively endorse guidelines most likely to assist in the 
successful resolution of a critical incident in our sport. 


